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Abstract
The aim of the research presented in this thesis is to generate compact, lightweight,
low-energy, reversible, and dynamic burrowing systems for use in subsea applications
such as anchoring, oil recovery, underwater cable installation, mine detonation, and
sensor placement. As many organisms have evolved to embed themselves within
undersea substrates, unsurprisingly, nature has provided a viable basis for a novel,
efficient burrowing technology.
This work centers around understanding the burrowing mechanisms of Ensis di-
rectus, the Atlantic razor clam, which was discovered to burrow by using motions
of its valves to locally fluidize the surrounding substrate. Moving through fluidized,
rather than static, soil reduces drag forces to a level within the animal's strength
capabilities and results in burrowing energy that scales linearly with depth, rather
than depth squared. As Ensis contracts its valves, the resulting stress imbalance
within the soil creates a failure surface around the clam, within which particles can
freely move and fluidize, and outside of which the soil remains static. Theoretical
derivations and experimental results demonstrate that the location of the failure sur-
face can be predicted using only two parameters commonly measured in geotechnical
surveys: coefficient of lateral earth pressure and friction angle.
To explore the feasibility of transferring localized fluidization burrowing into engi-
neering applications, RoboClam, a robot that burrows using the same mechanisms as
Ensis, was designed, constructed, and tested. Experimental data show the machine
is able to match the animal's linear burrowing energy versus depth relationship and
achieve localized fluidization in both granular and cohesive substrates.
Thesis Supervisor: Anette E. Hosoi
Title: Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The aim of the research presented in this thesis is to generate compact, lightweight,
low-energy, reversible, and dynamic subsea burrowing systems. The resulting tech-
nology is relavant to applications including anchoring, oil recovery, underwater cable
installation, mine detonation, and sensor placement. As many organisms have evolved
to embed themselves into undersea substrates, unsurprisingly, nature has provided a
viable basis for a novel, efficient burrowing technology. This thesis focuses on Ensis
directus, the Atlantic razor clam, and transferring the animal's phenomenal burrowing
performance into engineering applications. The remainder of this chapter is devoted
to describing the background of the project and why Ensis was chosen as the basis for
a new biomimetic technology. The second chapter presents the discovery of how razor
clams locally fluidize the soil surrounding their body to drastically reduce drag and
burrowing energy. The third chapter focuses on describing the fluid and soil consti-
tutive behavior at play during localized fluidization. The fourth chapter outlines the
creation RoboClam, a robot that burrows using the same mechanisms as Ensis, and
presents data showing the machine is able to achieve localized fluidization burrow-
ing. Finally, the fifth chapter provides conclusions for the thesis, as well as directions
and future work related to research and commercialization of localized fluidization
burrowing technology.
1.1 Motivation and applications
There are numerous applications where a compact, lightweight, reversible burrowing
system would provide advantages over currently available technology. For example,
Bluefin Robotics 1, one of the sponsors of the research presented in this thesis, makes
autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs), such as the one shown in Fig. 1-1A, that
navigate the ocean without human control. Applications of AUVs include scientific
exploration, national security, and geological surveys. In some circumstances, the
robots need to maintain a position, sometimes in a current, and ideally without
expending the finite supply of energy in their batteries. Previous design solutions have
involved landing the AUV on the ocean bottom and making it negatively buoyant, as
to prevent it from being swept away by currents. Such a solution puts the AUV in a
precarious position where it could become stuck in mud, entangled in vegetation, or
not float to the surface due to failure of its emergency systems.
An alternative would be to station the AUV a safe distance away from the ocean
bottom and secure it with a small anchor. A biologically-inspired anchor that can
self-burrow into the soil, reposition if necessary, and retract when the AUV needs to
relocate would be advantageous. Furthermore, volume and energy are at a premium
on an AUV and are best used for mission-critical tasks such as sensing and propulsion.
Any AUV anchoring system would have to be compact and require as little energy as
possible.
The idea of small, self-inserting and retracting anchors also has significant value
in the offshore and oil industries. Figure 1-1B shows a 20 ton drag anchor used to
secure oil rigs. The energy required to transport such a device can be estimated
as E = F6, where F is a resistance force due gravity or the hydrodynamic drag
on the transporting ship, and 6 is distance traveled. Resistance force in either case
scales linearly with the anchor's mass; as such, smaller, lighter anchors could provide
significant energetic advantages, as well as being easier and safer to handle.
Any existing anchor must be set, or at least retrieved, with human intervention
'Bluefin Robotics. 237 Putnam Avenue, Cambridge, MA 02139.
http://www.bluefinrobotics.com/
Figure 1-1: Examples of undersea systems that could benefit from localized fluidiza-
tion burrowing technology. A) Autonomous underwater vehicles [5]. B) Large, off-
shore anchors [31]. C) Ultra-deepwater oil recovery equipment [57]. D) Underwater
cable trenching and installation sleds [81]. Inset a) shows a cable laying sled being
deployed from a tow ship [72]. Inset b) shows how the sled cuts a furrow into the soil
and lays the cable.
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[29, 50], either directly or with a remotely operated vehicle (ROV). This can be tricky
in applications such as ultra-deepwater oil drilling, where ocean depths as great as
4,000m [10] complicate the installation of moorings and oil recovery equipment, such
as those shown in Figure 1-iC. A system that enables this equipment to be lowered
and then autonomously affixed to the ocean bottom, as well as autonomously released
for retrieval, would be highly valuable. Such a system would be applicable to a wide
range of other subsea systems, including placement of ocean sensors and neutralization
of underwater mines.
A final example of an application for the burrowing technology presented in this
thesis is subsea cable and pipe installation. Cables and pipes are commonly embedded
into the ocean bottom via a sled pulled behind a ship [54, 56], as shown in Fig. 1-1D.
This system of installation can only be used in water depths greater than 15 to 20m,
as the draft of the ship prevents entering shallower regions. As a result, cables in
depths from 20m to the shore must be manually buried by divers - a process that
is tremendously expensive and yields approximately 25m of installation per day [56].
An alternative method of installation, using the technology presented in this thesis,
would be to create a device that affixes to the cable and moves axially, burying the
cable as it travels. Such a device could be used in any water depth and automate
cable installation in shallow and littoral zones.
1.2 Biomimetics and burrowing technologies
Biomimetics is an area of research and engineering where new technologies are created
by mimicking systems found in nature [96]. This field has gained significant popularity
and exposure in recent years with well known technologies such as those shown in
Fig. 1-2.
In regards to biomimetics and burrowing, there are many examples of animals
that live in particulate substrates that have adapted unique locomotion schemes. The
sandfish lizard (S. scincus) undulates in the manner of a fish in order to effectively
swim through sand [47]. Clam worms (N. virens) have been observed to use crack
Figure 1-2: Examples of biomimetic inspirations and technology. A) Velcro@ was
invented by Georges de Mestral after he saw burs similar to the one pictured [34]
stuck to his cloths and dog after a hike [80]. B) The Big Dog robot was designed to
navigate rough terrain like a four-legged animal [6]. C) Mercedes Benz made this car
aerodynamic by modeling its form after a fish [62].
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propagation to burrow in gelatin, a material with similar properties to elastic muds
[13]. Smaller organisms, like nematodes (C. elegans), have been observed to move
efficiently via reciprocating motion in saturated granular media [97, 36].
The hypothesis at the root of this thesis is that nature has found an efficient,
compact solution to burrowing into underwater soils. As such, a survey of myriad
undersea animals that stick to, cling to, or dig into the ocean bottom was conducted
to identify biomimetic candidates. A plot of these animals, the substrates in which
they live, and their burrowing/ anchoring mechanisms is shown in Fig. 1-3.
Burrowing Bivalves stand out in Fig. 1-3, not only because they live in nearly every
type of particulate substrate, but also because they employ burrowing mechanisms to
reduce energy expenditure. For example, nearly all bivalves have an elastic ligament
that acts as a torsional spring [94), which stores energy during valve contraction to
be used for re-expansion.
1.3 Inspiration from Ensis
While inspecting biomimetic merits of bivalves, Ensis directus, the Atlantic razor
clam, stood out for its burrowing performance. Ensis is composed of a long, slender
set of two valves that rotate relative to each other on an axis oriented longitudinally
to the animal. A foot, which is a dexterous, soft organ, resides at the bottom of the
valves. Ensis burrows by using a series of shell and foot motions to draw itself into
the substrate, as shown in Fig. 1-4.
Figure 1-4: Ensis kinematics during a burrowing cycle. Dotted line in A)-F) denotes
a depth datum. White arrows indicate valve and foot movements. Red silhouette
denotes valve geometry in expanded state, before contraction. A) Ensis at initiation
of digging cycle. B) Extension of foot. C) Valve uplift. D) Valve contraction, which
pushes blood into the foot, expanding it to serve as a terminal anchor. E) Retraction
of foot and downwards pull on the valves. F) Valve expansion, reset for next digging
cycle.
The upper bound of expended mechanical energy per unit depth for Ensis to
advance its shell into soil was estimated by adapting max pedal strength, valve dis-
placement, hinge stiffness, and mantel cavity pressure values measured by Trueman
[90]. For linear motions, energy expended was calculated as E = F6, where F is the
force acting between the valves and foot and 6 is longitudinal valve displacement.
Energy expended during rotational actuation of the valves was estimated as E = TO,
where T is the torque developed about the valve hinge from pressure in the mantel
cavity of the animal acting on the valves and 0 is angular deflection. The resulting
expended mechanical energy and attained displacements (positive values of depth
indicate further penetration into the soil) for each burrowing motion are: valve up-
lift (0.05J, -0.5cm), valve contraction (0.07J, 200), valve penetration (0.20J, 2.0cm),
which combine for a total of 0.21J/cm. Re-expansion of the valves is accomplished
through elastic rebound of the hinge ligament and thus requires no additional energy
input by the animal.
The extremely low amount of energy Ensis requires to burrow is attractive for
engineering applications. To put 0.21J/cm into perspective, Ensis could travel over
half a kilometer on the energy in a AA battery [19].
1.4 Comparison of Ensis performance to existing
technology
Assuming nature always finds the best solution to engineering problems is naive.
There are numerous examples of manmade technologies that, either for practicality
or efficiency, outperform their biological counterparts. For instance, people decided
long ago to smooth the land into roads in order to travel on wheeled vehicles, which
are much simpler to engineer than legged systems. Similarly, decoupling propulsion
and lift, rather than using a flapping wing system, has worked well for airplanes. The
Boeing 747 is just as efficient as any bird when comparing wing loading to weight
or weight to cruising speed [83]. Anchoring - one of the principal applications of
the research in this thesis - was chosen as the benchmark of comparison to evaluate
whether Ensis could provide an advantage over currently available technologies.
Figures 1-5A-E show common anchoring technologies. All of these anchor types
achieve holding force by transferring loads to the soil through flukes, which extend
from the anchor body to increase the area of the anchor acting on the soil. The
vertical pulling force an anchor can withstand can be calculated using
B)
F = A(cNc + ApgDNq) 0.84 + 0.16 -L)' (1.1)
which was empirically-derived [50], where F is anchoring force, c is the cohesive
strength of the soil, Nc is a cohesive fitting factor, Ap is the difference in density
between the water and soil, g is the gravitational constant, D is the anchor depth
in soil, Nq is a buoyancy fitting factor, and B is the fluke aspect ratio. For scaling
purposes, if only granular (non-cohesive) soils are considered, and (0.84 + 0.16y) ~ 1
for most fluke shapes, Eq. 1.1 simplifies to
F ~ NqApgAD. (1.2)
Figure 1-5F shows historical data of max pulling force in sand for anchors of
varying size and embedment depth [50]. Using the simplified expression for anchoring
force in Eq. 1.2, a least squares fit of these data yields a buoyancy fitting factor of
Nq = 6.2. With this result, the anchoring force of an Ensis-based system can be
predicted from the animal's burrow depth and valve area, which is approximated as
fluke area, as shown in inset a of Fig. 1-5F.
Two metrics were chosen to compare the performance of an Ensis-based anchor
with current technology. The first is anchoring force developed per unit of insertion
energy. This metric would be of particular importance when choosing an anchor for
an AUV, where energy is at a premium. Figure 1-6 shows that an Ensis-based anchor
beats other technologies in force/energy by at least an order of magnitude.
The second metric of comparison is anchoring force per unit device weight. Figure
1-7 shows that an Ensis-based anchoring system achieves the same anchoring force
for half or less the weight of other technologies. It should be noted that, in reality,
many of the existing technologies have a much greater effective weight than what
is represented in Fig. 1-7 because of required installation equipment. For example,
umbrella piles are hammered into soil with a pile driver and drag anchors require
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Figure 1-5: Anchor types and their performance. A) Umbrella pile, which is pounded
into soil and then secured by folding out the flukes, the arm-like structures at the
bottom of the anchor. Picture from [50]. B) Propellent anchor, which is shot into soil
like a bullet. The flukes lie parallel with the anchor's body during insertion and then
deploy when the anchor is pulled upwards. Picture from [50]. C) Vibratory anchor,
which has a vibrating mass at one end that shimmies the fluked end into the soil.
Picture from [50]. D) Helical anchor, which is screwed into the soil. Picture from [32].
E) Drag anchor, which has a special fluke and body geometry that forces the anchor to
dig into the soil as it is dragged along the ocean floor. Picture from [67]. F) Historical
data of various anchor types [50] showing the relationship between anchoring force F,
fluke area A, and submerged depth in soil D. Inset a shows the effective fluke area
of an Ensis-inspired anchor, with orientation similar to a propellant anchor.
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Figure 1-6: Anchoring force developed per unit of insertion energy for an Ensis-
based anchor versus existing technologies. Performance of the Ensis-based system
was computed with an energetic expenditure of 0.21J/cm, calculated from [90], and
a maximum burrow depth for the animal of 70cm [30]. Performance data of existing
anchoring technologies were adapted from [29, 76, 50, 9], with each bar representing
an actual historical test. The figure shows that an Ensis-based system is predicted
to out-perform every technology by at least an order of magnitude.
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Figure 1-7: Anchoring force developed per unit device weight for an Ensis-based
anchor versus existing technologies. Performance of the Ensis-based system was com-
puted by assuming the device has the same density as water (similar to the animal),
and a maximum burrow depth of 70cm [30]. Performance data of existing anchoring
technologies were adapted from [29, 76, 50, 9], with each bar representing an actual
historic test. The figure shows that an Ensis-based system is predicted to weigh half
or less as much as other anchoring technologies for a given anchoring force.
pulling from a boat to be embedded. Decreasing the weight of an overall anchoring
system is favorable for many reasons, including ease of handling aboard ship and
reduction of transportation energy.
1.5 Summary of Ensis' engineering merits
The previous section demonstrates how an Ensis-based anchoring system may provide
significant advantages over currently available technologies. Anchoring was chosen as
a basis for comparison, in part, because of applications of interest to the sponsors
of this project. In summary, Ensis was chosen for the basis of a new biomimetic
burrowing technology because it has the following engineering merits:
e Fast Burrows at nearly 1cm/s [90].
" Efficient Uses approximately 0.21J/cm to advance its body downwards.
* Large At 20cm long and 3cm wide, is the size scale of a real engineering device.
" Simple Has no brain and presumably no complicated control system. Shell is
composed of two rigid valves with a single degree-of-freedom hinge.
" Digs deep Burrows up to 70cm, upwards of 7 body lengths for juvenile clams
[30].
" Tech advantage Ensis-based anchoring systems are predicted to be signifi-
cantly more efficient and lower weight than currently-available technologies.
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Chapter 2
Localized fluidization burrowing
This chapter describes how Ensis uses motions of its valves to create a pocket of
fluidized substrate around its body in order to reduce drag forces and burrowing
energy. Localized fluidization around burrowing Ensis was measured by tracking the
movement of substrate particles using particle image velocimetry (PIV) in a novel
visualization system. The PIV data presented here show Ensis'uplift and contraction
valve motions pull water towards the animal's body and unpack the surrounding soil
beyond incipient fluidization, inducing a fluidized state. The formation of the fluidized
region within the plain strain condition of the visualizer is explained using constitutive
soil and fluid models. Drag force analysis and experimental results show Ensis is too
weak to burrow in static soil, yet strong enough to move through fluidized substrate.
Furthermore, by locomoting through fluidized, rather than static, soil, Ensis reduces
the amount of energy to reach burrow depth by an order of magnitude with burrowing
energy that scales linearly with depth, rather than depth squared.
2.1 Ensis collection
Ensis specimens used in this research were collected from natural stocks in Orleans
and Gloucester, Massachusetts under the appropriate research collection permit 1 .
'Commercial Permit: Scientific. Permit ID 152936. Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Depart-
ment of Fish and Game, Division of Marine Fisheries, 251 Causeway St. No. 400, Boston, MA
02114
Once specimens were harvested and brought back to MIT, they were held in the
commercial lobster tank2 shown in Fig. 2-1, which supplies oxygenated seawater at
100 C - conditions similar those in to coastal Massachusetts. The holding area of the
tank is split into two sections, one filled with sand to allow the clams to burrow.
2.2 Visualization of Ensis burrowing
The adage clear as mud aptly describes the difficulty of visually investigating burrow-
ing animals in situ. To surmount this challenge and view Ensis burrowing motions, as
well as deformations in the soil surrounding the animal, the visualizer shown in Fig.
2-2A was developed. The tank is essentially a Hele-Shaw cell, commonly used in fluid
mechanics experiments to measure flow in two dimensions [41]. The front viewing
pane is adjustable forward and aft via a lead screw and bellowed side walls, allowing
tank and animal thickness to be matched. Specimens in the tank are visualized in
silhouette by three halogen lamps mounted behind the substrate, as shown in Fig.
2-2B.
The substrate used in the visualizer is 1mm diameter, optically clear soda lime
glass beads3 . This substrate was chosen because its density of 2.52 g/cm3 is close to
2.66 g/cm3 for real quartz sand [84], one of the substrates in which Ensis lives [30].
Through experimentation, it was found that light transmission through the substrate
increases with particle size. One millimeter beads were determined to be the best
experimental substrate because they fall within the size scale of coarse sand grains
[84] and provide adequate visualization of test animals.
Heat dissipation was an important consideration in the visualizer design, as the
halogen lamps would melt the walls of the tank (and kill the animals) within minutes
if not actively cooled. Fig. 2-2C shows the fluid circuit diagram of the recirculation
system in the visualizer. Chilled and oxygenated water is supplied from the lobster
tank used to hold specimens. This water is mixed with hot water flowing out of the
2Fifty gallon lobster tank. Stark Products. 29-14 122nd Street, College Point, NY 11354
3A100 Technical Quality Glass Spheres. Potters Industries. 300 Lindenwood Drive, Valleybrooke
Corporate Center, Malvern, PA 19355-1740
Figure 2-1: Lobster tank used to hold Ensis specimens. The left side of the tank is
filled with sand, to give Ensis a place to burrow. The large animal on the right side
is a geoduck, a type of burrowing bivalve found in the Pacific Northwest.
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Figure 2-2: Burrowing visualization system. A) Visualization tank filled with 1mm
soda lime glass beads. Viewing panes are adjustable via lead screws to match tank
and animal width, forcing a plane strain condition. Labeled regions: float valve (FV);
accumulator (A); lead screw (LS); 500W halogen light (L); bellowed sidewall (B); and
substrate (S). B) Example image of illuminated visualization tank with Ensis clearly
seen in silhouette. C) Flow diagram of the visualizer's cooling and recirculation
system. Chilled water, fed by gravity from a commercial lobster tank (LT), is mixed
with warm water from the visualizer and fed into a pump. Water is pumped into
the accumulator, which maintains level in the visualizer via a float valve. The outlet
from the accumulator feeds both the visualizer and a short circuit line back to the
lobster tank. As the resistance through the visualizer, Rv, is much more than the
"short circuit" line resistance, RL, nearly all of the water flowing from the pump is
fresh from the lobster tank. The system is able to maintain temperature within 2'C
between the visualizer and lobster tank with two halogen lights illuminated.
visualizer and gravity-fed into a pump. The pump sends water to a reservoir with a
float valve that maintains fill level near the top of the visualizer. Two outlets leave
the reservoir: one into the top of the visualizer, and one directly back to the lobster
tank. Because the flow resistance through the substrate within the visualizer is much
greater than the resistance of the "short circuit" line from the reservoir to the lobster
tank, the portion of heated water that enters the supply stream at the pump is small
compared to chilled water from the lobster tank. The cooling system can maintain
the visualizer within 2'C of the lobster tank when it is set to 10'C and two halogen
lights are illuminated.
2.3 Measurement of soil deformation around bur-
rowing Ensis
Opaque particles interspersed in the visualizer substrate were tracked with particle
image velocimetry (PIV) [82] during Ensis burrowing to quantitatively measure soil
deformations. Soils constitutive properties largely depend on void fraction, #, which
is the percentage of the substrate's volume occupied by voids (liquid or gas). As
such, PIV data was used to calculate the instantaneous void fraction field around
Ensis with the following method. The instantaneous displacement field, 06, can be
calculated with
86.
06i = vi dt = *dt, (2.1)
at
where vi is the velocity field and dt is the change in time between video frames. The
volumetric strain field in the soil, e, is calculated by summing the principal strain
fields, eii.
e = Ell + Ell, where ei= (2.2)
8xj'
Note that the visualizer imposes a plane strain condition, where C33 = 0.
The volumetric strain at a point describes the bulk deformation of a differential
element of soil, which can also be written as
' - Vt
e = , (2.3)
tV
where VJ is the final and Vt is the initial total volume of the element. If the initial
volume of solids in the element is VjS, then the final volume of solids is given by
=Vi ,7t.(2.4)
Vf
Substituting Eq. 2.4 into Eq. 2.4 yields Eq. 2.5, an expression for the current void
fraction, #, given the initial void fraction, 0, and the volumetric strain.
ViS - V; V (0p - #0) e+0o (2.5)
Vs V(1 - #) 1 + e
With Eq. 2.5, temporal changes in void fraction around burrowing Ensis can
be calculated from PIV data. The only initial condition required is the initial void
fraction #0 , which is easily calculated by knowing any two of the following: volume
of the experimental setup, volume of the pore fluid, or volume of the soil particles.
Through experimental calibration of the burrowing visualization setup, which entailed
PIV measurement of a soil undergoing a known void fraction change, it was found
that a 7% concentration of opaque particles yields the least error in void fraction,
which was measured to be ±4%.
2.4 Discovery of localized fluidization burrowing
Figure 2-3 shows temporal void fraction changes in the substrate during one Ensis
burrowing cycle. Data are plotted as the current void fraction divided by the initial
void fraction. Areas of color denote regions of unpacking (increase in void fraction) in
the substrate. Video frames of burrowing Ensis used in the PIV analysis have been
laid under the resulting data.
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Figure 2-3: PIV results overlaid on video frames showing localized fluidization around
burrowing Ensis. Dotted line is a depth datum. Fluidization plotted as current void
fraction divided by initial void fraction. A) Start of burrowing cycle. B) Valve uplift
motion, initiating fluidization below Ensis. C) Valve contraction, creating a pocket
of fluidized substrate around the animal. D) Foot contraction and downward motion
of the valves. The failure wedge, which develops over a longer timescale than initial
fluidization by valve contraction, can be clearly seen. Predicted failure wedge angle
Of, calculated from the soil's friction angle using Eq. 2.11, matches well with the
visualized failure wedge.
As can be seen in Fig. 2-3B and C, the uplift and contraction motions of Ensis
create a tight pocket of unpacked soil around the animals valves. The void fraction
within this region varies between approximately 0.42 and 0.46, with an initial void
fraction of 0.38. The measured level of unpacking exceeds the void fraction threshold
for incipient fluidization of 0.41 for the visualizer's substrate [98]. This means that
Ensis' valve motions unpack the soil to the extent where particles are no longer in
contact, creating a state of fluidization.
Ensis' localized fluidization of the substrate occurs on a timescale smaller than
that required for the soil to collapse and fill around the animal. This is shown in
Fig. 2-3D, with a clearly defined failure wedge and matching overlaid failure angle
Of, calculated from the soil's friction angle. This calculation, given by Eq. 2.11, is
explained in detail in the following section.
2.5 Mechanics of localized fluidization in a 2D gran-
ular substrate
This section is divided into two subsections which describe the principal valve motions
Ensis uses to locally fluidize soil: valve uplift and valve contraction. It is important
to note that the analysis presented here is for an ideally granular (not cohesive) soil
in 2D, which reflects the plane strain condition of the visualizer experimental setup
in Fig. 2-2. An analysis of localized fluidization in 3D for both cohesive and granular
soils, which builds upon the principles presented here, is presented in the following
chapter.
2.5.1 Fluidization due to Ensis valve uplift motion
A fluidized bed is created when fluid flows upwards (against gravity) through a sub-
strate and the resulting pressure drop, neglecting hydrostatic pressure, supports the
weight of the particles. A common example of a fluidized bed is quicksand, where
fluid pressure beneath the soil surface is great enough to induce upwards flow and
levitate the substrate particles. The bulk fluid flow velocity (not the flow velocity
within the void spaces between particles) to induce fluidization is the same as the set-
tling velocity of a fluidized bed at incipient fluidization. Incipient fluidization is the
point of minimum void fraction, #', at which particles lose contact with one another
and begin to fluidize. The void fraction at incipient fluidization can be predicted by
the relationship developed by Wen and Yu [98],
1 11 (2.6)
where @ is the particle shape factor (1 used for round particles).
Richardson and Zaki [64] empirically discovered that the relationship between
settling velocity of particles in fluid, v, and a single particle's terminal velocity in an
infinite fluid, Vt, depends on the void fraction of the mixture raised to the power n.
VS = Vt#4. (2.7)
Khan and Richardson [38] determined the correlation between the void fraction ex-
ponent in Eq. 2.7 and the Archimedes number, Ar, which is a dimensionless number
that relates to the motion of fluids due to differences in density, as
4.8 - n = 0.043Ar0 5 7  (2.8)
n - 2.4
where Ar = , g is the gravitational constant, d, is the particle diameter, pf
is the density of the fluid, p, is the density of the particle, and tf is the fluid viscosity.
The particle terminal velocity can be defined in terms of the Reynolds number, Rept,
as
Vt = Retpf (2.9)pf dp
The Reynolds number of a sphere at terminal velocity can, in turn, be calculated
regardless of whether the flow is dominated by viscous or inertial effects by using the
following correlation to the Archimedes number [25].
Rept = [-3.809 + (3.8092 + 1.832Aro 5)O . (2.10)
Equation 2.10 results from the variation in coefficient of drag on a sphere as a function
of Reynolds number.
Combining Eqs. 2.6-2.10 enables the settling velocity, and thus the required bulk
upward fluid flow velocity, to be calculated at the incipient fluidization packing frac-
tion. The fluidization velocity for 1mm soda lime glass beads is 1.35cm/s. Ensis'
uplift velocity, measured by Trueman [90], is 1.25cm/s, and the uplift velocity mea-
sured during the experiment shown in Fig. 2-3 is 1.05 ± 0.5cm/s. This means Ensis'
uplift motion induces a velocity in the pore fluid on the order of the velocity required
to fluidize the substrate below the animal. Furthermore, 1mm is near the upper
bound of particle size in Ensis habitat [30]; using the same uplift velocity, Ensis can
easily fluidize smaller particles. For example, spherical 0.5mm soda lime glass beads
will fluidize at a flow velocity of 0.5cm/s.
2.5.2 Fluidization due to Ensis valve contraction
As Ensis contracts its valves, it reduces the level of stress acting between the valves
and the surrounding soil. At some stress level, the imbalance between horizontal
and vertical stress causes the soil adjacent to the animal to fail. Continued valve
contraction draws pore water towards the animal, which mixes with the failed soil to
create a region of localized fluidization.
The stress state in a soil at equilibrium and failure are shown as Mohrs circles [28]
in Fig. 2-4. Failure occurs when the internal shear stress in the soil equals its shear
strength. Graphically, this is represented when circle b in Fig. 2-4 is tangent to the
failure envelope formed by the soil's friction angle <p [84]. The stress state in Fig. 2-4
relates to a cohesionless soil; for a cohesive soil, the same failure analysis can be used,
but the failure envelope will be shifted vertically by half the soil's cohesive strength.
Each stress shown in Fig. 2-4 is an effective stress [84], which is the total stress in
the soil minus the pore water hydrostatic pressure u = pfgz (where z is total water
depth), as to represent the actual stress acting between soil particles.
When Ensis first starts to contract its valves, it brings the soil to a state of failure.
At this point, the soil will tend to naturally landslide downward at a failure angle
Of, illustrated by inset b in Fig. 2-4. The failure angle is the transformation angle
between the principal stress state and the stress state at the tangency point between
the Mohr's circle and failure envelope. This angle can also be seen by connecting the
tangency point on the stress envelope, the horizontal effective stress at failure, o'h,
and the principal stress axis, as shown in Fig. 2-4 and given by Eq. 2.11.
Of = + (2.11)4 2
If Ensis contracted its valves slowly, the soil would naturally landslide towards the
animal, possibly without unpacking. But Ensis does not contract its valves slowly;
contraction occurs at a smaller timescale than the natural landslide failure of the
substrate, which is clearly seen by comparing Figs. 2-3B-C with Fig. 2-3D. This
gives Ensis a chance to fluidize the soil before it collapses. The calculated failure
angle in the visualizer substrate, determined by measuring the friction angle of 1mm
soda lime glass beads to be 250, is shown in Fig. 2-3D and matches well with the
observed failure wedge.
Although bulk landslide movement of the soil does not occur when Ensis initi-
ates valve contraction, the resulting imbalance in stresses brings the soil to a state
of failure, creating a failure surface at angle Of. This is important because the fail-
ure surface provides a discontinuity in the surrounding substrate, where soil particles
within are free to move and soil particles beyond remain stationary. As Ensis con-
tracts its valves, it reduces its own body volume. This change in volume must be
compensated by pore fluid drawn into the region around the animal. Movement of
the pore fluid will cause drag on, and thus movement of, the surrounding particles,
creating a fluidized zone within the failure wedge.
The Reynolds number of valve contraction fluid flow, calculated from Ensis' valve
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Figure 2-4: Induced soil failure by valve contraction. Mohrs circle and corresponding
insets of Ensis' interaction with the substrate for equilibrium (a) and active failure
(b) stress states. Inset b shows the formation of a failure surface at angle Of and the
tendency of soil to naturally landslide during valve contraction. Symbols: T is shear
stress; o is normal stress; subscript h indicates horizontal stress; subscript v indicates
vertical stress; subscript 0 indicates equilibrium state; subscript f indicates failure
state; and prime denotes effective stresses (i.e. particle contact stress only, without
pore water pressure).
velocity, particle diameter, and the pore fluid density and viscosity, varies anywhere
between 0.02 and 56, depending on particle size (0.002 to 2mm [90, 30, 84]), animal
size (10 to 20cm 4), and valve contraction velocity (v r 0.011 to 0.028m/s [90]). As this
range mostly falls within the regime of Stokes drag, but also nudges the lower limits
of form drag, which begins at Re ~ 102 to 103 [41], the timescales for a 1mm soda
lime glass particle to reach the valve velocity during contraction using conservation
of momentum are
dv d p
t = 67rp5 d,(VV - vP) -+ tchar = P3 (2.12)dt 36p!f
for Stokes drag and
__ 1 4dpp
mv 1 3PC p A(CD 2.13)
At 2 3pfCCDv
for form drag, where m, is the mass of the particle, vv is the velocity of a contracting
valve, vp is the particle velocity, tcha, is the time constant of the differential equitation
governing velocity change in Stokes flow, A, is the frontal area of the particle, CD
is the particles coefficient of drag, and At is the change in time of the linearized
conservation of momentum equation for form drag.
This analysis yields timescales of 0.075s for Stokes drag and 0.27s for form drag
for 1mm soda lime glass beads in water. These timescales are less than or on the
order of the a 0.2s valve contraction time measured by Trueman [90]. Furthermore,
1mm particles are large for Ensis habitat; the timescale mismatch is even greater for
smaller substrate particles. As such, soil particles surrounding Ensis can be considered
inertialess and to move directly with the pore fluid during valve contraction. This
means particles within the failure wedge are free to mix with the influx of pore fluid
caused by Ensis' volumetric contraction, whereas the particles outside of the wedge
will remain stationary. The discontinuity created by the failure wedge surface is
4from experimental observation
critical to achieving localized fluidization, as without the wedge, substrate particles
would freely follow the fluid flow field, which is incompressible and governed by V-U =
0. No divergence in the flow field would create no divergence between particles, and
thus no unpacking. The net result of additional pore fluid added to the failure wedge
without a flux in particles across the failure surface is an increase in void fraction, as
demonstrated by the data in Fig. 2-3.
2.6 Burrowing drag force and energy reductions
due to localized fluidization
Trueman measured 10.8N as the maximum pulling force Ensis could exert with its foot
to pull its valves into the substrate [90]. In experiments conducted with the apparatus
shown in Fig. 2-5A, Ensis' max pulling force was measured to be as high as 5.6N. To
contrast Ensis' strength with drag forces experienced by the animal, the blunt body
experimental setup shown in Fig. 2-5B, affectionately called the "Clamcicle," was
constructed to measure burrowing resistance in static soil. Blunt body penetration
tests in Ensis habitat off the coast of Gloucester, MA showed ION of force should
enable the animal to submerge to approximately 1-2cm. In reality, razor clams dig
to 70cm [30]'. Since drag force scales linearly with depth for a body moving through
a granular medium [66], Ensis should be approximately 75X too weak to reach full
burrow depth in static soil.
Localized fluidization provides a probable explanation for how Ensis reduces bur-
rowing drag forces to within its strength capabilities, as force chains, which give static
soil its compressive strength [46], cannot be transferred between particles that are in
a fluidized state. Many models exist that describe particle-fluid mixtures as Newto-
nian fluids, with effective viscosities that increase from the pore fluid's viscosity as a
function of void fraction. Einstein was the first to describe this relationship for dilute
mixtures as pef f = pf [1 + 2.5(1 - #)], where peff is the mixture's effective viscosity
5[30] relates the stout razor clam (T. plebeius); burrowing depths on this order have also been
observed by the author while collecting Ensis in Gloucester, MA.
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Figure 2-5: Experimental hardware to measure burrowing forces and drag experienced
by Ensis. A) Experimental setup used to measure Ensis'maximum pulling force. The
setup is composed of a tripod with a fish scale on top. Fishing line connects the fish
scale to a mounting tab, which is adhered to one of Ensis' valves. As Ensis pulls
on the line, the pulling force is read from the fish scale. B) "Clamcicle" blunt body
drag measurement device. The end of the device is made from real Ensis valves in
their natural configuration, adhered to an aluminum rod. Pushing the device into
soil gives a measure of drag forces experienced by Ensis if it were to burrow in static
substrate. Force measurements are read from the fish scale.
[17]. In more recent years, the following empirically-derived equations have been used
to model the viscosities of mixtures with smaller void fractions.
Frankel and Acrivos, 1967 (F&A) [23]
#eff= #f- 1(2.14)1-#
Krieger and Dougherty, 1959 (K&D) [40]
Peff = f I - 1_ ) 2-50, (2.15)
1 - #mn
Eilers, 1941 and Ferrini et al., 1979 (E+F) [16, 22]
2
[eff = Pf 1 + 1.25(li_0)] (2.16)
Maron and Pierce (M&P) [49]
[eff = ( - 1  (2.17)Pef f -1 
- Om
In Eqs. 2.14-2.17, #m corresponds to the minimum possible void fraction in a fluidized
state, which occurs at incipient fluidization.
Since a particle/fluid mixture can be modeled as a Newtonian fluid, with an
effective density and viscosity, the drag force acting on Ensis' valves as the animal
moves through a fluidized substrate can be predicted. Figure 2-6A shows the flow
fields around Ensis' body as it moves through a burrow of fluidized substrate. For
simplicity, Ensis' body is modeled as a cylinder.
The resulting flow field around burrowing Ensis as its moves its valves downwards
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Figure 2-6: Drag force comparison of Ensis in fluidized and static substrates. A)
Model of fluidized substrate flow around Ensis during downwards valve motion. Total
flow around the animal is the sum of Couette (uc) and Poiseuille (up) flow fields.
Variables: pulling force between valves and foot (FD), which is equal to drag force;
burrow radius (RB); Ensis radius (RE); Ensis length (L); and Ensis downwards
velocity (V). B) Plot of drag forces on Ensis in fluidized and static soil. Crosshatched
region denotes Ensis' actual pulling force capabilities. Blunt body (Clamcicle) data
collected over 16 trials in static soil in Ensis habitat using the instrument in Fig.
2-5. Drag force ranges in fluidized substrate calculated with the effective viscosity
models in Eqs. 2.14-2.17 and the upper and lower void fraction and burrow size
limits measured from data in Fig. 2-3. The plot shows that, although Ensis is not
strong enough to move through static substrate, drag forces experienced in fluidized
substrate are within the animal's strength capabilities and enable it to reach burrow
depth.
through fluidized substrate is composed of summed Couette (uc) and Poiseuille (up)
flows in an annulus, which are represented separately in Fig. 2-6A. These flow fields
can be summed to obtain the total flow field as long as they satisfy the boundary
conditions and conservation of mass. Equations for each flow field can be solved
by starting with the Navier-Stokes equation for flow in the z-direction in cylindrical
coordinates [41].
Peff ( -z + Ur -+ -O u z =8 t ar r 80 az
-8p 1i ( Bu 1a 2Uz &2uz
+ p r + I-- 2 + 2 + pe55gz. (2.18)8z + reff [aOr Dr r2 a02 az2
In Eq. 2.18, r, 0, and z correspond to the three principal directions in Fig. 2-6A,
u is velocity, peff and peff are the effective density and viscosity, respectively, of
the fluid/particle mixture, p is the pressure driving the Poiseuille flow, and gz is the
acceleration due to gravity in the z-direction.
The Poiseuille velocity field is found by reducing Eq. 2.18 with the assumptions
that the flow is in steady state (i.e. no changes in time), there is no flow in the r and
0-directions, the flow field does not vary over the length of the valves (i.e. infinitely-
long body assumption) or in the 0-direction, and hydrostatic pressure changes do not
affect drag on the body. These simplifications yield
d(ref ) = dp (2.19)
dr dr dz
Integrating Eq. 2.19 and applying the appropriate boundary conditions of uP r-RE
u R= 0 yields the Poiseuille component of the flow field in the annulus around
burrowing Ensis.
1 -dp R2 -R2 (RBUP = R2ff z B - nREr2 2 4 B EIn -(.0ApLeff dz inRB
Rn
The Couette velocity field is found by reducing Eq. 2.18 with the assumptions
that the flow is in steady state (i.e. no changes in time), there is no flow in the r and
0-directions, the flow field does not vary over the length of the valves (i.e. infinitely-
long body assumption) or in the 0-direction, and there is no pressure driving the flow.
These simplifications yield
+(r d c 0. (2.21)dr dr
Integrating Eq. 2.21 and applying the appropriate boundary conditions of uc r=RE
-VE, where VE is Ensis' downward velocity, and uc r=RB = 0, yields the Couette
component of the flow field in the annulus around burrowing Ensis.
UC = l) In RB (2.22)
In RE r
(RB
From conservation of mass, the volume of fluidized substrate displaced per unit
time by Ensis as it moves downward through the burrow must equal the volumetric
flow rate of fluid/particle mixture pushed upwards past the animal's body. This
relationship is expressed as
7rRiVE = (Up + uc)27rrdr. (2.23)|R
Evaluating the integral in Eq. 2.23 yields an expression for P, the pressure dif-dz'uedf
ferential driving the Poiseuille flow. Once this differential is known, the total drag
force (FD) acting on Ensis is solved by summing the forces caused by the pressure
differential (Fress) and skin friction (Fski,) acting on the body, where L is the body's
length.
FD = Fpress + Fkin
-dp d
= rR L + 2rREL/Ieff (Up + uc) . (2.2dz dr rRE
Fig. 2-6B juxtaposes Ensis' pulling strength capabilities with Clamcicle forces in
static substrate and fluidized soil drag forces calculated using Eq. 2.24 for different
viscosities predicted by Eqs. 2.14-2.17. The upper bound of Ensis pulling capability
was measured by Trueman [90] and the lower bound with the experimental setup
in Fig. 2-5A. Clamcicle data was collected over 16 trials in real Ensis habitat off
Gloucester, MA using the instrument in Fig. 2-5B. Parameters for the drag force
models were taken from data shown in Fig. 2-3 and Trueman's maximum measured
downward velocity for Ensis of 10cm/s [90]. The variation in fluidized substrate drag
force is due to: a) the burrow radius varies between two and four times the radius
of Ensis; and b) the measured void fraction is between 0.42 and 0.46. The results in
Fig. 2-6 show that although Ensis is too weak to move through static soil, moving
through fluidized soil lowers drag forces to within the animals strength capability and
enables it to reach burrow depth.
Ensis burrowing energetics adapted from Trueman [90] are plotted in Fig. 2-
7 against blunt body (Clamcicle) energetics calculated using E = f Fdz from force
data in Fig. 2-6B. The figure shows that moving through fluidized, rather than static,
soil reduces the amount of energy Ensis has to expend to reach full burrow depth
by an order of magnitude. Furthermore, because Ensis moves through a fluidized
medium, the drag force on its body should ideally remain constant with depth. In
contrast, moving through a static particulate medium, as in the case of the Clamcicle,
requires pushing force that increases linearly with depth [66]. This means Ensis
reduces burrowing energy from scaling with depth squared to linearly increasing with
depth, even though there is an energetic cost associated with locally fluidizing the
soil.
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Figure 2-7: Energetic savings achieved via localized fluidization burrowing. The blunt
body (Clamcicle) in Fig. 2-5B requires an order of magnitude more energy to reach
full burrow depth than real Ensis. Using localized fluidization, burrowing energy
scales linearly with depth, rather than depth squared for moving through static soil.
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Chapter 3
The mechanics of localized
fluidization in 3D
This chapter provides a theoretical and experimental explanation for how Ensis cre-
ates a pocket of fluidized soil around its body within a 3D bed of soil. The previous
chapter focused on observations of localized fluidization and the mechanisms behind
its occurrence when induced in the 2D, plane strain setup of the visualizer in Fig.
2-2. Ensis' valve contraction creates a stress imbalance in the surrounding soil, which
leads to the formation of a local failure surface. As the animal contracts its valves, the
the soil within the failure surface is free to fludize, wherease the soil outside remains
static. This chapter extends upon the failure-fluidization concept, with theory to de-
scribe the formation of a failure surface in 3D using a combination of fluid, solid, and
soil mechanics with geotechnical soil parameters. Analytical and experimental results
show that soil failure will occur within four characteristic lengths from a contracting
body, independent of whether the soil is granular or cohesive.
3.1 Failure surface formation around a contracting
cylindrical body
When the Ensis contracts its valves, it reduces the pressure acting between its body
and the adjacent substrate. The resulting imbalance between vertical and horizontal
soil stresses causes the soil to fail. This scenario can be expressed with a simplified
model of a cylinder with contracting radius that is embedded in saturated soil, as
shown in Fig. 3-1.
To neglect end effects, Ensis is modeled as an infinitely long cylinder. Further-
more, if the animal's depth is considered much greater than its length (h > L),
stresses acting on the valves can be considered uniform. When Ensis initiates valve
contraction, it will induce changes in soil stress, causing incipient failure without yet
moving the substrate particles. As this relaxation in pressure can be considered quasi-
static, and static soil can be modeled as an elastic solid [84], stresses due to inertial
effects can be ignored and the radial and hoop stress distribution in the substrate can
be described with thick-walled pressure vessel equations [85].
a2 b(po - p) 1 pia2 - pob2
b2 - a2  r2  b2 -a 2  (3.1)
a2b2(po -p ) 1 pia2 - pob2
O-o = - + . (3.2)b2 -a 2  r 2  b2 - a2
In Eqs. 3.1 and 3.2, or is radial stress, o-o is hoop stress, a is the inner radius of
a generalized pressure vessel, b is the outer radius, pi is the inner pressure, and po is
the outer pressure. A positive pressure exerts a compressive load, and a compressive
stress is negative. It is important to note that these equations still hold if there is a
body force acting in the z-direction, such as in soil. In this case, the pressure vessel
equations describe the state of stress within annular differential elements stacked in
the z-direction.
If Ensis is considered to be in an infinite bed of soil in the lateral directions, b can
be considered infinite. Applying this condition and reversing signs to geotechnical
Figure 3-1: Simplified, cylindrical model of soil failure around contracting Ensis. As
Ensis contracts its valves, it reduces the pressure acting between its body and the
soil, p, below that of the equilibrium lateral soil pressure, po. This stress imbalance
induces a localized failure zone around the animal. Labels: r, z, and 0 denote the
coordinate system; h is Ensis' depth in the substrate; L and Ro are the animal's
length and expanded radius, respectively; and Rf is the radius of the failure zone.
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conventions (with compressive stresses positive) results in
R'(pi - po)
Or = 2 + p0, (3.3)
R 2(p, 
-- PO)70= - r2 + Po, (3.4)
and cY2 = ptgh, (3.5)
which describe the full state of stress in the soil around the animal, where o- is
vertical stress, Ro is Ensis' expanded radius (before contraction), h is the clam's
depth beneath the surface of the soil, pi is the pressure between the valves and the
soil, pt is the total density of the substrate (including solids and fluids), and g is the
gravitational constant. It should be noted that there are no shear stresses within the
soil in principal orientation, as Tr2 =To2 = 0 because Ensis is modeled as infinitely
long and there are no shear stresses acting on the soil surface, and Tro = 0 because of
symmetry. The pressure po is the total lateral earth pressure at an infinite distance
away from Ensis. This pressure minus the pore fluid hydrostatic pressure, u = pfgh,
yields the undisturbed horizontal effective stress
Oho = Po - U, (3.6)
which is the actual stress acting between soil particles. Likewise, the undisturbed
vertical stress is found by subtracting the pore fluid hydrostatic pressure from the
total vertical stress.
O = c2 - U. (3.7)
The undisturbed horizontal and vertical effective stresses can be correlated through
Ko = hO (3.8)
vO
where Ko is the coefficient of lateral earth pressure (also sometimes referred to as the
coefficient of earth pressure at rest, coefficient of lateral stress, or lateral stress ratio),
a measured soil property [84, 42]. By also knowing the void fraction of the soil, #,
and the particle and pore fluid density, p, and pf, respectively, po can be determined
with
Po = Koa'o +u = Kogh(1 - #)(pp - pg) + pfgh. (3.9)
Failure of the substrate will occur when pi is lowered to a point where the imbal-
ance of two principal effective stresses produces a resolved shear stress that exceeds
the shear strength of the soil. This failure shear stress can be created by an imbalance
between radial and vertical or radial and hoop stresses. Figure 3-2 shows the stress
state of each failure mechanism on a Mohr's circle. From the geometry of the circle
and the failure envelope defined by the friction angle <p, the relationship between
stresses at failure for either mechanism can be defined as
f - - - = Ka, (3.10)
Vf Of 1+sin.p
where subscript f denotes the stresses at failure, prime denotes effective stresses, and
Ka is referred to as the coefficient of active failure. A point to make about this failure
analysis is that it is also valid for cohesive soils. The one difference is that the failure
envelope for a cohesive soil does not pass through 0,0 on a Mohr's circle, as cohesive
stresses give soil shear strength even when no compressive stresses are applied. At
sufficient depths the failure envelope can be approximated as running through 0,0 for
any soil type, as compressive stresses due to gravity will dominate cohesive stresses.
Soil failure due to an imbalance between radial and vertical stresses will occur
when the applied radial effective stress equals the radial stress at failure. The radial
location of the failure surface in this condition, RfV, can be found by combining Eq.
3.3 for radial stress with Eqs. 3.6, 3.8, and 3.10 and realizing that the vertical effective
stress at failure and equilibrium is unchanged.
aial-hoop
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Figure 3-2: Mohr's circle representation of failure in 3D. Local soil failure around
a contracting cylindrical body can occur due to either an imbalance of radial and
vertical stresses (o-f and off shown by red circle) or radial and hoop stresses (o
and of shown by blue circle). The dominant failure mechanism depends on the
friction angle and initial stresses in the soil. Lables: o- is normal stress; r is shear
stress; o' is the undisturbed horizontal effective stress; o' is undisturbed vertical
effective stress at equilibrium; and W is the soil's friction angle. Note the radial and
hoop stresses are equal in the undisturbed state.
failure when: -, = a-
R'(pi - po) , Ka0 + po - U = Kao-/o = (po -U)
r vO Ko~P
2
Rfr_ p -PO (3.11)
Ro
If soil failure is caused by an imbalance between radial and hoop stresses, the
radial location of the failure surface, Rfe, can be found by combining Eqs. 3.3 and
3.4 for both stresses with Eqs. 3.6 and 3.10.
failure when: or = o-
R2(p - po) , K R'(pi - po)0 + po - u = Kao-o'f = Ka 0- + po - U
r2 0 ~ r
2  
-U,
R;f (Ka + 1)(pi po) 2
-
(Ka-1)(PU) I . (3.12)
The dominant failure mechanism in the soil surrounding a contracting cylindrical
body is determined by the type of failure (radial-vertical or radial-hoop) that results
in the largest failure surface radius. The ratio of failure radii for both mechanisms
can be calculated by combining Eqs. 3.11 and 3.12 into
2
Rf 6  (Ka + 1) 
- 1)Rfr [ KO (313
Figure 3-3 shows Eq. 3.13 plotted for Ka = 0.19 to 0.52 and KO = 0.31 to 1, the
maximum range for real soils [84, 42]. Areas greater than one in Fig. 3-3 indicate
the failure surface radius is determined by the imbalance between radial and vertical
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Figure 3-3: Prediction of the dominant soil failure mechanism around a contracting
cylinder. Radial-vertical stress induced failure denoted by regions greater than one.
Radial-hoop stress induced failure denoted by regions less than one. Dashed white
line corresponds to Rfrv - 1. Values plotted for the maximum range of Ko and KaRfr
for real soils.
stresses. Areas less than one indicate the failure surface radius is determined by the
imbalance between radial and hoop stresses.
Most values plotted in Fig. 3-3 are on order r.1, indicating that the failure surface
radius predicted by both radial-vertical and radial-hoop failure modes will occur at
approximately the same location. The only values significantly greater than m1,
reaching order ~10, correspond to radial-vertical failure at low values of KO. As such,
Eq. 3.11 is used to predict the location of the failure surface in the remainder of the
thesis.
3.2 Failure surface location predicted by scaling
arguments
If during contraction, pi is assumed to be approximately zero, corresponding to com-
plete stress release between Ensis' valves and the surrounding soil, and Kopo 1po-U
because KO is often around 0.5 and u I 0 .5po, Eq. 3.11 can be simplified to
R (KO - Ka) (3.14)
Ro
This expression is depth-independent, does not depend on cohesion, and uses only
two parameters commonly measured in a geotechnical survey [2].
Figure 3-4 shows Eq. 3.14 plotted versus the full range of real Ka and KO values.
Most of the plot lies between values of 1 < R < 4. These results demonstrate that
soil failure around a contracting cylindrical body is a relatively local effect, and for
reductions of pi ~ 0, depth-independent.
3.3 Fluidized zone within a failure surface
Ensis' initial valve contraction creates a local cylindrical failure surface in the sur-
rounding soil. As the animal continues to contract its valves, it reduces its own body
volume, forcing pore fluid to be pulled into the failure region. Substrate particles
within the failure region freely mix with the additional pore fluid, becoming fluidized,
while the substrate outside of the region remains static. If the failure radius Rf is
known, the change in void fraction within the failure zone can be estimated using
AV
#f = #0 + Ensis , (3.15)
T(R 2 - R 2)Ll
where #f is the final (unpacked) void fraction, 0 is the initial void fraction, and
AVEnsis is Ensis' change in volume during valve contraction.
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Figure 3-4: Location of soil failure surface around a contracting cylindrical body.
Nondimensional location plotted as failure surface radius Rf over initial cylinder
radius Ro using Eq. 3.14. Values of coefficient of lateral earth pressure KO and
coefficient of active failure Ka reflect the full range found in real soils [84, 42]. The
plot shows that soil failure around a contracting cylindrical body is a relatively local
effect, occurring at 1 < & < 4 for most soil types.
3.4 Measurement of localized fluidization in 3D
This section describes the experimental verification of Eq. 3.14. The work presented
here was principally conducted by Ludovic Jacob under the direction of Prof. Wolf-
gang Losert at the University of Maryland'. Results and figures in this section were
provided by Mr. -Jacob, unless otherwise noted.
3.4.1 Mechanical Ensis and 3D visualization experimental setup
Soil deformation was measured in 3D by actuating an Ensis-inspired mechanism in
a mixture of particles and fluid with matched index of refraction. Index-matching
creates an optically clear substrate, within which individual particles can be visu-
alized to measure 3D displacements. The mechanism used in these experiments is
a manually-operated end effector from RoboClam, the Ensis-inspired robot that is
explained in detail in the following chapter. The end effector is composed of two
"shells" that open and close 6.35mm (0.25in), the same gape displacement as Ensis'
valves [90]. Figure 3-5 shows the end effector and actuation apparatus used in the
3D visualization experiments.
Figure 3-6 shows the full 3D visualization experimental setup. The end effector
was immersed in the granular media at a fixed depth (2 ± 0.5cm between the free
surface and the top of the end effector), in the center of a glass container of size 15.5cm
x 15.5cm x 37.5cm. These dimensions were chosen to minimize wall effects (by
maximizing container size) while retaining the ability to image individual particles.
Polished borosilicate glass beads (index of refraction n, = 1.47, density pp = 2230kg -
m-3) of 3±0.02mm diameter were used as substrate particles. Index of refraction
matched fluid made from dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) (nDMSO = 1.4685 and PDMSO =
1100.4kg - m -3) was mixed with the particles. The container was sealed with Argon,
as to prevent oxygen contamination of the pore fluid. To tune the index matching,
distilled water was added to the DMSO at 4% concentration. A laser dye was carefully
'Losert Laboratory - Nonlinear Dynamics of Complex Systems, University of Maryland,
IREAP, Paint Branch Drive Bldg 223, Univ. of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742. Email:
wlosert@umd.edu. Phone: +1-301-405-6368
CShell
Figure 3-5: Ensis-inspired mechanism for 3D substrate deformation measurement.
A) Entire device. Zoomed boxes show the actuation plunger and end effector. The
platform's legs straddle a container of substrate, in which the end effector is placed. B)
Actuation plunger. Set screw in the plunger base tightens a clamp around the support
rod to the end effector, which enables its hight to be adjusted. C) End effector. Arrows
show corresponding plunger and end effector motions: pushing down on the plunger
contracts the end effector shells; pulling up re-expands the mechanism. When in soil,
the end effector is covered by a neoprene boot to prevent particles from jamming the
mechanism. Details of the end effector design are provided in the following chapter.
This figure, as well as the device shown, were made by the author.
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Figure 3-6: 3D substrate visualization experimental setup. The device in Fig. 3-5 is
placed over a container of index of refraction matched fluid and substrate, with the
end effector in the center of the mixture. A laser sheet illuminates a section of particles
in the substrate. Their motion during contraction of the end effector is recorded via
a videocamera and measured using PIV. Inset (b) shows a video frame of illuminated
particles in a plane orthogonal to one of the end effector shells. Illuminated particles,
which are 3mm in diameter, appear as dark spots. One end effector shell can be seen
in the right side of the image as a black body. For reference, the location of the entire
end effector is shown by dashed lines. Arrows denote motion of the shells.
poured into the mixture as well as hydrochloric acid to avoid photobleaching. As a
consequence, beads are seen black and the liquid is white, as shown in Fig. 3-6b.
Experiments were conducted by aligning a laser (50mW) sheet of 659nm wave-
length parallel with the support rod and orthogonal to one of the end effector shells,
as shown in Fig. 3-6. Particle movements were videotaped with a ProEM 512 high
speed videocamera 2, aligned perpendicular to the laser sheet. Behavior of the sub-
2ProEM 512 carnera. Princeton Instruments, 3660 Quakerbridge Road, Trenton, NJ 08619
USA. http://ww.princetoninstruments.com/Uploads/Princeton/Documents/Datasheets/
PrincetonInstrumentsProEM_512B-eXcelon-revM2.pdf. Thanks to E. Fonda and
D.P.Lathrop for loaning the carnera.
strate around the contracting end effector was imaged at between 50 to 114 frames
per second. Particle movement was tracked using the same method outlined in Chap.
1.
3.4.2 3D fluidization experimental results
With an initial void fraction of approximately 38% to 42%, a region of localized
fluidization was clearly visualized around the contracting end effector. Variations
within this initial void fraction range did not seem to affect the shape of the fluidized
zone. Fig. 3-7 shows the ratio between the current and initial void fraction at 0.01s
after initiating contraction of the end effector. Data are plotted as a function of
distance away from the center of the end effector, nondiminsionalized with the end
effector's radius. In this image, the end effector shell is situated on the left edge of the
figure; the right edge represents the glass wall of the container. Maximum unpacking
can be seen to occur within ' - 2; this result is expected from Eq. 3.14, as the
substrate had estimated Ko - 1 and p o 25', which would yield ( 1.4. Mottling
of the depicted fluidized region is the result of measuring discrete substrate particles.
The maximum void fraction in the figure corresponds to ± - 1.065. It is interesting
to note that there is a faint appearance of a conical failure surface, denoted by Of.
Because the end effector is near the top surface of the soil, the formation of a conical
failure surface under natural landslide, similar to the 2D wedge-shaped surface in Fig.
2-3D, is expected. This effect is commonly seen at the mouth of ant hills.
Figure 3-8 shows the temporal evolution of the fluidized zone during end effector
contraction. This figure was created using data, such as those shown in Fig. 3-7,
taken at 0.01s time steps during contraction. The current/initial void fraction ratio
was averaged over vertical regions, marked by characteristic lengths away from the
center of the end effector. The majority of fluidization occurs within 1 < - < 2,
which agrees well with the expected failure radius predicted from estimated substrate
properties and Eq. 3.14.
Unpacking is also seen within 2 < ' < 4 in Fig. 3-8, although the substrate was
most likely not fluidized within this region. A substrate composed of round spheres
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Figure 3-7: Void fraction changes in substrate upon initiation of end effector contrac-
tion. Data are plotted as the ratio between current void fraction, #, and initial void
fraction, 4o (which is 0 40%), as a function of the distance away from the center of
the end effector, nondimensionalized with the end effector radius, Ro. These data
were taken at 0.01s after initiation of contraction. The plot shows that the most
drastic unpacking occurs within - a 2, which is within the range expected from
Eq. 3.14. The maximum unpacking in the plot is ± = 1.065. Note the faint ap-
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pearance of a conical failure surface (similar to the mouth of an ant hill), denoted by
Of. Because the end effector is near the top surface of the substrate, a conical failure
surface is expected to form due to natural landslide of the particles, similar to the 2D
wedge-shaped surface in Fig. 2-3D.
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Figure 3-8: Temporal evolution of the fluidized zone. Each cluster of bars represents
changes in average void fraction ratio (g) during contraction of the end effector, with
each bar representing a O.Ols step in time. Each cluster is bounded by characteristic
lengths away from the center of the end effector. The plot shows that most of the
fluidization occurs within 1 < < 2, which agrees well with the expected failure
radius from Eq. 3.14. Note that the substrate returns to equilibrium after contraction
and fluidization, with 0 ~ 1 everywhere. Another interesting effect is the apparent
"rebound" within the first region, where the soil overpacks after fluidization before
returning to #0.
should reach incipient fluidization at # ~ 0.41 [98]. If the particles in this experiment
were at an initial void fraction of 0.38 < 0 < 0.40, incipient fluidization would occur
at 1.03 < ± < 1.08. As a result, actual fluidization was most likely isolated to the
1 < < 2 region of Fig. 3-8. The unpacking seen in 2 < < 4 is most likely
due to the substrate reaching a critical state [102], whereby particles must unpack to
freely shear during natural landsliding, indicated by the failure cone in Fig. 3-7.
An interesting effect seen in 1 < -- < 2 in Fig. 3-8 is the apparent "rebound,"
where after fluidization the soil enters an overpacked state and then returns to #o.
The cause of this effect is not readily apparent and would be an interesting focus of
future research.
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Chapter 4
The design and testing of
RoboClam: an Ensis-inspired robot
Localized fluidization burrowing may have tremendous value in industrial applica-
tions. As was shown in Fig. 2-7, moving through a fluidized, rather than static,
soil enables Ensis to burrow with energy that scales linearly with depth, rather than
depth squared. Furthermore, the previous two chapters show that Ensis creates local-
ized fluidization using only motions of its valves - a purely kinematic event that does
not require additional water to be pumped into the substrate. Due to the animal's
simplicity, size scale, and minimal energy consumption, an Ensis-inspired burrowing
machine should be tractable to design and may offer significant performance advan-
tages over existing technology.
This chapter focuses on the design and testing of RoboClam, an Ensis-inspired
burrowing robot. The machine was created to validate that localized fluidization can
be transferred from biology to technology, and to explore the parametric relationships
that govern burrowing performance. RoboClam uses a genetic algorithm, which en-
ables the machine to "evolve" efficient digging kinematics. With localized fluidization,
the robot has achieved burrowing performance comparable to the animal in widely
different soil types: idealized granular glass beads and Ensis'native cohesive mudflat
habitat.
4.1 Device scaling
Ensis outputs a peak power of approximately 1.0W during its downward stroke [90],
which is dissipated in the surrounding substrate. If the fluidized substrate is respon-
sible for drag, the power required to submerge should scale with size squared and
velocity cubed. This assumes high Reynolds number flow - the worst case scenario
compared to power dissipated in Stokes flow, which scales linearly with size and with
the square of velocity [41].
RoboClam was designed to be tested in real marine substrates, as to avoid wall
effects caused by a container, and to capture the peculiarities of real soil with het-
erogeneous composition and the presence of organic matter. To do this, RoboClam
required a power source compatible with marine environments. A standard 80ft3
scuba tank pressurized to 3000psi was a logical choice, as it contains approximately
one-quarter the energy of a 12V 35Ah lead acid car battery [4, 71]. Energy in a
battery is determined by its voltage (V) multiplied by its capacity (Ah). Energy in a
scuba tank is determined by its pressure multiplied by its volume.
By knowing the power output of real Ensis and the anticipated drag scaling with
size and speed, an 80ft3 scuba tank was predicted to enable a robotic clam to be sized
from 0.5X to 2X the animal, move up to 3X as fast, and run for nearly 1.5h at max
size and velocity. Thus, it was decided that RoboClam would be able to accept three
digging end effectors, sized 0.5X, IX, and 2X that of real Ensis, based on length.
4.2 End effector mechanism design and frictional
analysis
RoboClam uses an Ensis-shaped end effector to dig into soil, shown in Fig. 4-1A.
The end effector requires two degree-of-freedom motion: up/down and in/out. Ensis
opens and closes its valves approximately 6.4mm (0.25in) [90]. To test the effect
of in/out displacement on burrowing, the end effector was designed to open 2X as
far as the animal's valves. This required the 0.5X scale end effector, which is only
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Figure 4-1: RoboClam end effector design. A) End effector packaging. The inner
rod connects to the wedge, which slides up and down to force the shell sides in and
out. The outer rod attaches to the top nut and moves the entire mechanism up and
down. These motions mimic Ensis'shell kinematics, as shown in Fig. 1-4. The entire
end effector is covered by a neoprene boot to prevent soil particles from jamming
the mechanism. The leading tip prevents movement through soil from tearing the
boot. B) Exploded view of the end effector mechanism. The mechanism is exactly
constrained to prevent jamming and to facilitate the prediction of internal loads, as
shown by Fig. 4-2. Six constraints on one shell side, limiting six degrees of freedom,
are shown with blue arrows. C) Approximate location of the center of pressure acting
on the end effector. The wedge was designed to always straddle the center of pressure
to prevent moment loads, and thus high friction, from developing between the wedge
and shell sides.
9.97cm long and 1.52cm wide, to open 6.4mm. Displacement of the mechanism is
accomplished with a sliding wedge that moves the two shells of the end effector in and
out. Figure 4-1B is an exploded view of the mechanism showing how all moving parts
are exactly constrained, with contact lengths/widths greater than two to prohibit
jamming during any part of the stroke [75]. Furthermore, Fig. 4-1C demonstrates
how the wedge was designed to intersect the center of pressure on the shell regardless
of its position, assuming the center of pressure is located approximately at the center
of the shell. This prevents the shell from exerting moments on the wedge that could
increase frictional losses in the mechanism.
The rod used to actuate in/out movement via the sliding wedge is housed within
the rod to move the end effector up and down, providing a compact coupling to
RoboClam's actuation and measurement systems. Furthermore, the cross-sectional
area of the rod is significantly less than that of the end effector, as to minimize its
effect on burrowing drag. The end effector is advanced into soil by the outer rod
pushing downwards on the mechanism. Real Ensis pulls its valves downwards using
a foot - a soft, dexterous organ that would be very difficult to mimic with a machine.
Since data presented in the preceding chapters indicates that Ensis' valves, and not
its foot, are responsible for localized fluidization, RoboClam uses a pushing actuation
scheme to allow for all actuators and sensing equipment to be packaged above the
soil surface for mechanical simplicity.
The transmission ratio, TR, for the end effector can be derived from the free body
diagram in Fig. 4-2 as
H 1 FcosO- p sinO t 41T R = - = - Cs0- i - p (4.1)F 2 _sinO+ 1 pcosO
where F is the force acting on the wedge from the inner rod, H is the force transferred
from the side shell to the soil/neoprene boot, y is the coefficient of friction between
the side shells and wedge/top nut, and 0 is the wedge angle. The efficiency of the
mechanism can therefore be calculated by computing the work done over a stroke
with
r- = = 2 = 2TR sin0, (4.2)
Ein FS,
where E, is mechanical energy put into the mechanism, EO&t is energy dissipated to
the soil, 6x is the incremental movement of each side shell, and 6. is an incremental
movement of the wedge.
The end effector is made from alloy 932 (SAE 660) bearing bronze1 and 440C
stainless steel2 . These materials were chosen because both are saltwater compatible
and have a low coefficient of sliding friction when lubricated [3]. The dynamic coeffi-
cient of friction within the mechanism, when lubricated with silicon oil, was measured
'Bearing-Grade Bronze (Alloy 932). McMaster Carr. http: //www. mcmaster. com2 440C stainless steel. McMaster Carr. http: //www.mcmaster. com
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Figure 4-2: Free body diagram of one shell side and the wedge within the end effector.
Arrows denote forces. Labels: F is the force acting on the wedge from the inner rod,
N is the normal force acting between the wedge and the shell sides, T is the reaction
force between the top nut and the shell side, H is the force transferred from the shell
side to the soil/neoprene boot, and y is the coefficient of friction between the shell
sides and wedge/top nut.
to be 0.17 with 0.013 standard deviation under horizontal loads ranging from 13.3N
to 83.7N. In addition to providing adequate lubrication, silicon oil was used in the
end effector because it does not get absorbed by neoprene like petroleum-based oils.
The wedge angle was chosen to be 7.130 in order to maximize contact lengths/widths
while enabling the smallest end effector to be 0.5X the size of Ensis. Since the TR
increases with decreased 0 and y, this geometry yields a relatively high TR of 1.55,
with a maximum of 1.83 and minimum of 1.33 corresponding to frictional variations.
The resulting efficiency is 39% with a minimum of 33% and a maximum of 46%. This
level of efficiency is tolerable; packaging size, jam-free operation, and the ability to
calculate lost energy outweighed the need for high efficiency when designing the end
effector. If efficiency is critical in future design iterations, a maximum of 60% can be
achieved by using a similar design with the same materials and a wedge angle of 29'.
4.3 Robot packaging
The RoboClam actuation system is composed of two nested pneumatic pistons, as
shown in Fig. 4-3. The lower piston rod connects to the top of the end effector and
controls up/down movement. The upper cylinder controls the in/out motion of the
effector mechanism via the in/out rod, which runs through the center of the lower
piston rod. The nested piston configuration was chosen because it enables each degree
of freedom to be actuated independently and provides a low-profile connection to the
end effector.
Pressure is regulated down from the scuba tank (or air supply during lab testing)
to four independent regulators, one for each piston inlet. Air pressure delivered to the
pistons is measured by a transducer at each input port. Displacements of the lower
and upper pistons are measured by a string potentiometer and an integrated linear
potentiometer, respectively. Sensor excitation, data acquisition, pressure regulation,
and control of the solenoid valves that send air to the pistons are managed by a USB
DAQ devices. Power to the DAQ is provided by USB, and power to the solenoid
3NI USB-6009. National Instruments. http: //www. ni. com/
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Figure 4-3: Anatomy of the RoboClam robot. A) RoboClam being tested in Glouces-
ter, MA in real Ensis habitat. The machine is powered with a SCUBA tank and
controlled via an onboard laptop. Pressure regulators regulate the forces for each
stroke of the burrowing cycle. B) Schematic of the nested piston actuator architec-
ture. The lower piston moves the end effector up and down via the up/down rod.
The upper piston expands and contracts the end effector via the in/out rod, which
passes through the center of the up/down rod.
valves is provided by two small, onboard lead acid batteries.
4.4 Burrowing energy expenditure calibration
To determine whether Ensis-inspired digging provides an advantage over other meth-
ods, the energy expended in soil deformation while burrowing must be calculated.
The overall energy consumed is device-dependent; the purpose of creating RoboClam
was to test a new burrowing method that is more efficient than current methods. After
this method is identified, machines used to exploit it can be designed for optimized
efficiency.
Energy expended deforming soil while burrowing can be calculated by accounting
for input energy minus all of the other losses in the system. For the up/down motion
of RoboClam, the energy lost to soil deformation during one stroke is
Esoi= Ein - Efriction - Epotential
62
-11Ap.A~dy - Fu,friction(6 2 - 611- Mug(62 - 61)) (4.3)
where the subscript u designates the up/down piston, Apu is the pressure differential
over the piston, 61 and 62 are the starting and ending displacements of the stroke, Au
is the area of the piston, Fujriction is the measured frictional force in the piston, and
mu is the total mass moving up and down. The energy transferred to the soil during
the in/out motion is represented by
Esoi =1 i(Ein - Efriction - Epotentiai) - Eboot
= j [6 piAidy - |Fifriction(6 2 - 61)| - mig(62 - 61) - 0, (4.4)
where the subscript i represents the in/out piston, 61 and 62 are the starting and
ending displacements of the stroke, T1 is the efficiency defined in Eq. 4.2, Api is
the pressure difference over the piston, Ai is the area of the piston, Fi,fiction is the
measured frictional force in the piston, and mi is the total mass of the in/out linkage
moving up and down. Eboot proved to be very difficult to measure. Since this energy
results from elastic deflection of boot, it was taken to be zero over a full in/out cycle.
This is a conservative assumption, as any energy lost to hysteresis caused by the
viscoelasticity of the neoprene will appear as additional energy dissipated in the soil.
4.5 Genetic algorithm design
In testing RoboClam, the sequence of the machine's motions (up stroke, contraction,
down stroke, expansion) was never varied. These motions directly mimic Ensis' valve
kinematics during burrowing, shown in Fig. 1-4. The space of control parameters was
reduced to the pneumatic pressure applied and the duration or displacement of each
movement. Through experimentation, it was found that time control of the upward
and downward motions and displacement control of the inward and outward motions
resulted in successful burrowing in marine soils. This yielded eight independently-
controllable parameters: upward and downward time, inward and outward displace-
ment, and upward, downward, inward, and outward pressure. In later laboratory
tests, in/out motions were also time controlled.
During all tests, the robot's control parameters were controlled by a genetic algo-
rithm (GA) 4. A GA was chosen because it can handle many independent variables in
an optimization problem. The random mutation and recombination of traits used by
a GA also tend to allow it to find a global minimum, even in situations in which other
optimization methods would not [27]. During early tests, MATLAB's 5 built-in GA
41t should be noted that Robin L.H. Diets, who was a member of this project under the MIT
Undergraduate Research Opportunities Program, conceived of the idea of using a GA to optimize
RoboClam performance. This was an invaluable insight, from which the project greatly benefited,
and for which Robin deserves much credit. Robin also developed all of the GA software, first
adapting Matlab and then writing a full software package in Python.
5 Matlab. The Math Works. 3 Apple Hill Drive, Natick, MA 01760-2098. http://www.
mathworks . com/
was chosen for RoboClam testing, with a population of 10-20 individuals running for
10-20 generations. In later tests, RoboClam ran from customized software written in
Python6 .
A Genetic algorithm works like evolution in nature [27]. In the case of RoboClam,
the GA begins a test by randomly generating a population of individuals, where each
individual is a set of instructions (movement times/displacements and pressures) to
run the machine. The GA runs the robot with each individual and records its digging
performance. Individuals are then compared by a metric to be optimized - a "cost"
function that relates to digging efficiency for RoboClam. Individuals in the population
with the lowest cost are allowed to interbreed (mix parameters) with each other, high-
cost individuals are killed off, and new individuals are added to the population to form
the next generation. The process repeats for many generations, ideally continually
decreasing the cost to a global minimum, which appears as a cost asymptote.
In quantifying optimized burrowing efficiency, two factors proved to be relevant:
the overall energy expenditure per depth of the robot, #, where T= #; and the
power law relationship, a, between depth and energy expended, where a = E with
the energy-depth data centered about (0,0). Two cost functions were used during
RoboClam testing. In ocean tests, the cost was
costocean = #a, (4.5)
as minimizing 3 only resulted in low-energy burrowing for depths of 20-30cm, but
with relatively high a (~ 2). At greater depths these burrowing techniques would
be useless, as required energy would exponentially increase. As a result, Eq. 4.6 was
used for the cost function, with the intent of minimizing a to 1 and # as small as
possible. Burrowing with a = 1 indicates localized fluidization, such as was shown in
Fig. 2-7. In laboratory tests, the cost function used was
COStlab = a (4.6)
6 Python Programming Language - Official Website. Python. http: //www .python. org/
because demonstrating localized fluidization burrowing was the goal the experiments.
4.6 RoboClam performance
Figure 4-4 shows data from the best digging trial obtained during 125 tests in real
Ensis habitat off the coast of Gloucester, MA. During these tests, the GA varied
up and down time, in and out displacement, and the pressures associated with each
movement. The cost optimized was the relationship given in Eq. 4.6. As can be seen
from the figure, RoboClam achieved nearly depth-independent drag resistance, with
an energy versus depth power law slope of a = 1.17. To contrast this, Ensis-shaped
blunt body (Clamcicle) pushing data, measured in the same substrate and also shown
in Fig. 2-7, is included in the plot, yielding an expected exponentially higher power
law relationship, with a best-fit of a r 2.
Figure 4-5 shows the best digging trial obtained during RoboClam lab testing
in 1mm soda lime glass beads, the same substrate used to test real Ensis in the
experimental setup in Fig. 2-2. Through hundreds of tests performed over a period of
months, it was determined, through both GA results and observation of the machine,
that burrowing performance is most sensitive to in and out motions of the end effector.
The test shown in Fig. 4-5 involved no active up and down movements, with the robot
propelled merely by its own weight. Digging data in this plot demonstrates a perfectly
linear relationship between burrowing energy vs depth, indicating depth-independent
drag resistance and localized fluidization. The pushing data shown, which exhibits
the expected power law relationship of a - 2, was obtained by pushing the robot into
the substrate with steadily increasing force, as shown in inset b.
Surprisingly, the data in Figs. 4-4 and 4-5 show that RoboClam can burrow with
localized fluidization in two substrates with vastly different behaviors: one ideally
granular (Fig. 4-5) and the other inhomogeneous, cohesive, and with organic content
(Fig. 4-4). This can be rationalized with Eq. 3.14 (R (KO - Ka)-2), which does
not depend on cohesive stresses or particle size. Both cohesive and granular soils will
have values for KO and Ka. This result indicates that localized fluidization burrowing
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Figure 4-4: RoboClam burrowing data showing energetic advantages of localized
fluidization in ocean mudflat soil. Digging data is from the best test, determined by
a genetic algorithm, out of 125 gathered in Ensis habitat in Gloucester, MA. Pushing
data is from the Ensis-shaped blunt body (Clamcicle) taken in the same location. The
power law exponent of digging is near the ideal of a = 1 due to localized fluidization;
pushing data is near the expected value of a = 2 for moving in static soil. Inset a)
shows the burrowing parameters for the test, plotted as piston pressure and movement
times. Inset b) shows the increase in required downwards pushing force in static soil,
but relatively constant force in fluidized substrate.
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Figure 4-5: RoboClam burrowing data showing energetic advantages of localized
fluidization in an idealized granular substrate. Digging data is from the best test,
determined from the ideal energy-depth power law relationship of a = 1, out of 54
performed in 1mm soda lime glass beads. Pushing data is from the robot slowly
submerging into the substrate under increasing down pressure. Contrast between the
methods shows Ensis-inspired digging achieves depth-independent drag and burrow-
ing energy that scales linearly with depth, rather than a ~ 2 for pushing. Only in and
out motions of the end effector were actively controlled during digging tests, shown
by inset a), with the robot allowed to fall under gravity, shown by inset b).
should be possible in nearly any type of soil. What may change depending on soil
type is the source of water used to create a locally-fluidized zone; granular soils allow
pore water to flow relatively freely compared to cohesive soils. In the cohesive case,
fluidizing water may need to be soured from above, through the burrow left in the
wake of the digging machine. Further investigation of local fluidization burrowing in
cohesive soils is a rich and interesting area for future research.
Chapter 5
Conclusions and ongoing work
This chapter begins with a summary of the primary contributions presented in this
thesis: 1) The discovery of localized fluidization - a novel method of burrowing found
in nature; 2) a theoretical derivation and experimental verification of how localized
fluidization occurs, taking into account the soil, fluid, and solid mechanics at play;
and 3) the design and construction of RoboClam - a robot that burrows via localized
fluidization and achieves the same energetic savings as Ensis. The remainder of the
chapter outlines areas of future research related to localized fluidization burrowing
and a proposed path for productizing RoboClam technology.
5.1 Summary of contributions
The following subsections summarize the original research and engineering contribu-
tions presented in this thesis.
5.1.1 Discovery of a unique burrowing method in nature
The discovery that Ensis uses localized fluidization to reduce burrowing drag and
required energy is one of the fundamental contributions of this work. This method of
burrowing was previously unknown in nature; its identification constitutes an orig-
inal scientific contribution to the understanding of animal behavior. Additionally,
localized fluidization burrowing is a novel method of efficiently moving a rigid body
through a saturated particulate substrate.
The discovery of localized fluidization burrowing was facilitated by the following
research accomplishments. The novel visualization experimental setup shown in Fig.
2-2 enabled Ensis to be viewed while burrowing in situ. Opaque particles interspersed
in the substrate were tracked using particle image velocimetry. These tests showed
that the animal uses motions of its shell to create a pocket of fluidized substrate
around its body, as depicted by the data in Fig. 2-3. Using theoretical constitutive
models for fluidized substrate and experimental results for an Ensis-shaped blunt
body moving through static soil, it was shown that localized fluidization reduces drag
forces to within the animal's strength capability, demonstrated by Fig. 2-6. Addi-
tionally, burrowing energy scales linearly with depth when moving through fluidized
soil, rather than depth squared in static soil, as shown by Fig. 2-7.
5.1.2 Constitutive understanding of localized fluidization
The second research contribution presented in this thesis is a constitutive understand-
ing of localized fluidization. Fluidization is facilitated by the creation of a cylindrical
failure surface in the soil around contracting Ensis. The failure surface causes a
discontinuity in the soil, allowing particles within to freely fluidize during valve con-
traction and particles outside to remain static. Using thick-walled pressure vessel
equations to describe the stress state in the soil around contracting Ensis and soil
failure mechanics to predict the stress imbalance to cause failure, expressions for the
resulting failure surface geometry were derived.
Simplifying these expressions using governing scaling relationships yielded R ~Ro
(K0 -Ka)-I (Eq. 3.14), a simple expression predicting the failure surface radius given
Ensis' geometry and two parameters commonly measured in a geotechnical surveys.
Applying the full range of geotechnical parameters to this expression showed that
the failure surface is a local effect, occurring between one and four characteristic
lengths away from the animal for most soil types. This scaling relationship was
experimentally verified by testing an Ensis-inspired device in a 3D bed of saturated
particles and measuring substrate deformation. These test data, given in Figs. 3-7
and 3-8, show that the failure, and thus fluidized, zone did indeed form within four
characteristic lengths from the contracting body.
5.1.3 Localized fluidization burrowing with RoboClam
The third core contribution presented in this thesis is the successful adaptation of
localized fluidization burrowing to an engineering system. The RoboClam robot was
designed and built to replicate Ensis'burrowing kinematics and explore the important
engineering and environmental parameters relevant to localized fluidization. Using a
genetic algorithm, RoboClam "learned" how dig efficiently by varying digging forces
and timescales and tracking burrowing energy expended per depth. The machine
successfully matched the animal's performance by achieving a linear energy-depth re-
lationship in both real Ensis mudflat habitat and idealized granular substrate, shown
in Figs. 4-4 and 4-5. These results are significant, as they demonstrate the viabil-
ity of localized fluidization burrowing technology for engineering applications in both
cohesive and granular soils.
5.2 Topics of ongoing and future investigation
This section outlines future research topics that build upon the work presented in
this thesis.
5.2.1 Governing timescales of localized fluidization
Unanswered research questions remain regarding how fast a contracting body (animal
or machine) must move to burrow via localized fluidization. If contraction happens too
slowly, localized fluidization will not occur and the soil will landslide and fill around
the body. The characteristic landslide timescale can be calculated via conservation of
momentum applied to a collapsing soil element of arbitrary size, sliding at a failure
angle Of, as shown in Fig. 5-1A. The net horizontal forces acting on the soil element
1 hfli~d
w
Uhf hhsettle
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Figure 5-1: Physical effects important to burrowing timescales. A) Stresses and
dimensions acting on a soil element during failure. Labels: Of is the failure surface
angle, -' is normal effective stress acting on the failure surface, Tj is shear effective
stress acting on the failure surface, o, is horizontal effective stress, and 1, w, and h
are the arbitrary dimensions of the element. B) Settled substrate around Ensis after
localized fluidization. Labels: hf1isd is the initial height of the fluidized zone and
hsettie is the height of the particles in the fluidized zone after settling
are Fh - f0 ofwdy, where w and h are the width and height of the soil element,
respectively. Combining this expression with Eqs. 3.6 and 3.9 yields an expression for
the acceleration of the soil element, which can in turn be double integrated in terms
of time to yield the characteristic time required for the element to slide horizontally
along the failure plane one body length 1.
ah = F Kag(1 -4)(p - pf)tanOf +tchar -(5.1)
m P,(1 - #) + Pf# ah
The characteristic time calculated from Eq. 5.1 for 1mm soda lime glass beads
saturated in water is 0.3s. Both Ensis and RoboClam contract faster, with character-
istic times of 0.2s and 0.015 to 0.03s, respectively. Further research lies in inspecting
the necessary timescales for contraction to achieve localized fluidization rather than
landslide depending on device size and soil type.
The second important timescale in burrowing via localized fluidization is the time
available to advance downwards and expand the burrowing body before the fluidized
soil settles. Figure 5-1B shows the height of the fluidized zone around Ensis, hflisd,
and the height of the particles in the zone after settling, heettle. These heights can be
correlated through the fluidized void fraction, #f, and the equilibrium void fraction,
0, with
hsettie I hf isd. (5.2)
Combining Eq. 5.2 with Richardson and Zaki's equation for settling velocity depend-
ing on void fraction, v, = vt#" (Eq. 2.7), yields
tsettle =hfld - (5.3)
vs
an expression for the characteristic settling time of the locally fluidized zone around
a contracting body.
Using Eq. 5.3 with the change in void fraction shown in Fig. 2-3 and Ensis'
height as hflisd, tsettle = 6.7s. Using Ensis' body geometry and change in body vol-
ume during contraction reported by Trueman [90] with Eq. 3.14, which predicts the
size of the fluidized zone, and Eq. 3.15, which predicts the change in void fraction
during fluidization, tsettle = 6.0s. Using RoboClam's geometry and kinematics with
this same analysis yields tsettle = 2.2s. For both animal and machine, respectively,
these times are sufficient to advance downwards and complete valve expansion during
a burrowing cycle. Future research could expand on this analysis by justifying dig-
ging timescales found in nature and predicting the required kinematics of localized
fluidization burrowing machines.
5.2.2 Optimization of burrowing kinematics
An interesting optimization problem lies in determining the appropriate digging kine-
matics of a localized fluidization device given its size and target environment. Eq.
3.15 dictates that the degree of substrate fluidization is linearly proportional to the
volumetric change of the burrowing device during its contraction motion. As soil be-
comes more fluidized, the effective viscosity will decrease, given by Eqs. 2.14-2.17, and
thus the drag force on the burrowing body will also decrease for a given downwards
velocity, predicted by Eq. 2.24. But as fluidization increases, so does the settling ve-
locity of the fluidized particles, given by Eq. 2.7. Thus, as fluidization increases, the
burrowing device will have to move faster to complete its motions before the substrate
settles and will therefore experience increased drag forces. Determining the optimum
burrowing kinematics to minimize required power and energy consumption would be
tremendously valuable for the design of localized fluidization burrowing devices.
5.2.3 Performance mismatch between Ensis and RoboClam
energetics
Although RoboClam was able to achieve the same burrowing energy per depth power
law relationship as Ensis, shown in Figs. 4-4 and 4-5, the overall energy expended
per depth was approximately loX larger for the machine than for the animal, even
though the burrowing bodies of both were approximately the same size1 . Figure 5-
2A shows the energy expended per depth on a linear scale for the lowest cost trial
of RoboClam ocean testing, with a slope of 2.3J/cm; in contrast, Ensis' burrowing
energy, predicted from energetics and kinematics associated with the motions in Fig.
1-4, is 0.21J/cm.
The likely explanation for this mismatch is differences in inertia. RoboClam's
mass that moves up and down is a 2.5kg, whereas Ensis' mass is e 0.17kg. This
means that RoboClam's moving mass will have an order of magnitude higher kinetic
energy than Ensis' when both dig at the same timescales. This energy must be
dissipated in soil deformation at the culmination of each downwards stroke. Figure
5-2B adds credibility to this argument, as it shows RoboClam dug with nearly the
same velocity as Ensis (0.8cm/s versus 1cm/s) during its lowest cost ocean test.
Further research into the energetic mismatch between Ensis and RoboClam will
'Frontal area was approximately the same, although RoboClam's end effector length was approx-
imately half that of Ensis.
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Figure 5-2: RoboClam burrowing data from lowest cost test in Ensis habitat. A)
Burrowing energy versus depth. B) Burrowing depth versus time.
enable efficient localized fluidization burrowing systems to be designed in the future.
5.2.4 Extracting design rules from RoboClam data
Further research on the topics outlined in the preceding subsections will lead to an
understanding of how environmental parameters affect local fluidization burrowing
device performance. This understanding will facilitate the formation of design rules
that enable engineers to leverage localized fluidization burrowing technology for their
specific applications. For example, the design rules will predict required power and
on-board energy as a function of device size, substrate type, application depth, and
burrowing velocity.
5.2.5 Extension of localized fluidization into dry burrowing
applications
Applications such as land mine neutralization, bunker reconnaissance, spacecraft ge-
ological surveys, and post-earthquake search and rescue could benefit from compact,
lightweight, low-power localized fluidization burrowing devices that can operate in dry
substrates. Interesting questions lie in this area, such as how fluidization timescales
are affected when the pore fluid is air, with 1000X lower density and 50X lower vis-
cosity than water, and whether there is a kinematic convergence between localized
fluidization and vibratory burrowing systems [50]. This problem presents further
biomimetic opportunities to investigate animals that "swim" through dry soil, such
as the sandfish lizzard (S. scincus) [47].
5.3 Proposed path to productization of localized
fluidization technology
The research outlined in the previous section will result in design rules that articulate
the parametric relationships that govern the performance of localized fluidization
burrowing devices. The first step in commercializing this technology will be to use
the design rules to outline the dimensions, application substrate, and anticipated
performance of a prototype that will serve as the proof-of-concept for a device that
can be commercialized. This design process will entail choosing actuators and energy
sources that can meet the timescale and power requirements for achieving localized
fluidization and that can be packaged within the device.
Figure 5-3 is a proposed embodiment for a simple, self-contained localized flu-
idization burrowing device. As the research presented in this thesis indicates that
the crux of Ensis' burrowing performance is attributed to the animal's valve, and
not foot, motions, this first embodiment is modeled after two sets of valves that can
contract and move longitudinally relative to each other using the valve kinematics
shown in Fig. 1-4 [101]. This embodiment is mechanically simple, does not necessi-
tate a complex mechanism like Ensis'foot, and could locomote both up and down in
saturated soil.
Figure 5-3: Proposed first embodiment of a self-contained localized fluidization bur-
rowing system. The device is composed of an upper end effector (UEE) and lower end
effector (LEE) that can each radially contract and move axially relative to each other.
Digging progress is achieved by uplifting, contracting, advancing, and expanding the
upper end effector and then doing the same progression of motions with the lower end
effector, as denoted with red arrows. These motions mimc Ensis' valve kinematics,
depicted in Fig. 1-4, creating areas of localized fluidization around each end effector,
shown by the blue shaded regions.
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